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Background—The Boston Criteria are the basis for a non-invasive diagnosis of cerebral 

amyloid angiopathy(CAA) in the setting of lobar intracerebral hemorrhage(ICH). We assessed the 

accuracy of these Criteria in individuals with lobar microbleeds(MBs) without ICH.

Methods—We identified individuals aged>55 having brain MRI and pathological assessment of 

CAA in a single academic hospital and a community-based population (Framingham Heart Study 

[FHS]). We determined the positive predictive value (PPV) of the Boston Criteria for CAA in both 

cohorts, using lobar MBs as the only hemorrhagic lesion to fulfill the Criteria.

Results—We included 102 individuals: 55 from the hospital-based cohort and 47 from 

FHS(mean age at MRI 74.7±8.5 and 83.4±10.9 years; CAA prevalence 60% and 46.8%; cases 

with any lobar MB 49% and 21.3%; cases with ≥2 strictly lobar MBs 29.1% and 8.5%, 

respectively). PPV of “probable CAA” (≥2 strictly lobar MBs) was 87.5%[95%CI 60.4-97.8%] 

and 25%[95%CI 13.2-78%], in hospital and general populations, respectively.

Conclusions—Strictly lobar MB strongly predict CAA in non-ICH individuals when found in a 

hospital context. However, their diagnostic accuracy in general population appears limited.

Keywords

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy; microbleed; intracerebral hemorrhage; Boston Criteria; sensitivity; 
specificity; predictive value; likelihood ratio

1. Introduction

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy(CAA) is caused by the accumulation of β-amyloid protein in 

the walls of cortical and leptomeningeal arteries[1-3]. It represents a common etiology of 

lobar intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) in the elderly[4, 5]. Lobar microbleeds(MBs) are a 

hallmark of the disease when seen in patients with lobar ICH[6]. Although frequently 

associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), CAA also independently contributes to cognitive 

impairment[7]. Indeed, lobar MBs are often identified in patients followed in memory 

clinics[8-10], where they may potentially serve as markers of CAA. However, lobar MBs 

are also found in the absence of any of the known above-described clinical features of the 

disease. Up to 19% of community – based healthy elderly subjects exhibit lobar MBs, and 

they are strictly lobar in 58.4% of these cases[11]. Understanding the true diagnostic value 

of lobar MBs, both as clinical and incidental findings, could help improve our ability to 

detect CAA in its early stages, prior to dementia or devastating ICH.

The Boston Criteria are a set of clinical-radiological criteria that were developed as a means 

of diagnosing CAA in a non-invasive way[12]. According to these Criteria, the detection of 

multiple (≥2) strictly lobar hemorrhages (large or small, symptomatic or asymptomatic) 

without known underlying cause in individuals aged >55 is highly specific of the disease[4]. 

However, validation studies of these Criteria have been mostly based on patients admitted 

due to lobar ICH[4, 13, 14], precluding the study of the diagnostic value of lobar MBs 

without symptomatic ICH. At a community level, the Rotterdam and Framingham studies 

have shown that healthy elderly individuals with strictly lobar MBs have an increased 

frequency of the APOE-ε4 allele (compared to patients with MBs not strictly confined to 

lobar regions)[11, 15], which is in agreement with increased APOE- ε4 frequencies seen in 
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patients with “probable CAA”[16]. Also, strictly lobar MBs do not correlate with classic 

vascular risk factors[11, 15], which further reinforces their possible association with CAA. 

However, pathological data supporting the suspected link between lobar MBs and CAA in 

individuals without lobar ICH are currently lacking.

Using pathological assessment of CAA as a gold-standard, we aimed to determine the 

positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of the Boston Criteria 

for CAA applied to MB-only subjects, in two highly different settings: a hospital-based 

cohort and a population-based cohort from the Framingham Heart Study (FHS).

2. Methods

2.1 Study Cohorts

Hospital-based cohort—We searched across datasets of the Massachusetts General 

Hospital (MGH) for patients age >55 having both brain MRI and either brain biopsy or brain 

autopsy. Data search covered patients seen at the hospital during the period 1997-2012. On 

more than 3200 cases initially retrieved, we applied a multistep exclusion algorithm 

(Figure). We excluded all individuals with lobar ICH at, or prior to, baseline MRI as lobar 

ICH has been shown to be strongly associated with CAA[4] and could confound the 

interpretation of the results.

Population-based cohort—This second cohort of individuals came from the FHS. 

Original[17] and Offspring Cohort[18] participants were invited to undergo MRI brain 

imaging beginning in March 1999. T2*-weighted MRI protocols were added in December 

2000. Details on MRI protocol and subject enrollment have been described elsewehere[19]. 

In 1997 the FHS began a postmortem brain tissue donation program in collaboration with 

the Boston University Alzheimer’s Disease Center’s Neuropathology Core. Details of the 

enrollment process are available elsewhere[20]. As of June 2009, 16% of surviving Original 

cohort participants (n=35) and 11% of surviving Offspring cohort participants (n=398) were 

enrolled as potential brain donors. After 12 years since the program began, a total of 1804 

Original and Offspring cohort participants had died, 10% of whom (n=186) were registered 

brain donors. Of the latter, 139 brains (74%) were received and detailed neuropathology 

reports were available for all cases. Fifty-eight percent of the brains analyzed were deemed 

pathologically normal. The present study sample was obtained from the Original and 

Offspring cohort participants with available brain MRI and neuropathological data, 

including explicit CAA assessment. All these individuals were aged >55.

2.2 Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Patient Consents

The local Institutional Review Boards at Massachusetts General Hospital and Boston 

University Medical Center approved the study protocol. Informed consent was obtained 

from all subjects in the FHS.

2.3 Imaging

MGH and FHS protocols were similar regarding the acquisition parameters of T2*-gradient 

echo sequences (GRE). Some MGH cases had susceptibility-weighted image (SWI) studies, 
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which are recognized as more sensitive for hemosiderin detection than GRE[21]. Table 1 

shows the MRI protocols used in each institution.

Detection of MBs was performed on either GRE or SWI sequences as previously 

described[21, 22]. Briefly, MBs were defined as focal round or ovoid areas of marked 

signal-loss, different from vascular flow voids, calcifications, cavernous malformations and 

basal ganglia mineralization.

MBs were rated and labeled by a stroke neurologist (M.E.G.) for the MGH cohort and a 

trained neurologist (J.R.R.) for the FHS cohort, both blind to the subjects’ demographics, 

clinical characteristics and neuropathological findings. MB rating was assisted by image-

processing softwares: MRIcron(www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron/) at MGH; and a custom-

designed image analysis package (QUANTA 2), written for the Linux operating system, at 

FHS. The MGH group has previously reported a high inter-rater reliability for MB[23]. 

Inter-rater reliability was also high (Kappa 0.78) in FHS when comparing one independent 

reader from MGH (SMR) and one from FHS (JRR) in a subset of 200 scans not related to 

the present study. Also, the intra-rater reliability based on blinded reading of 200 scans on 

two separate occasions was high (Kappa 0.78).

The number and location of MBs were recorded. Lobar location referred to cortico-

subcortical regions of brain lobes, whereas non-lobar location referred to deep white matter, 

basal ganglia, thalamus and brainstem. Cerebellar MBs were only considered as lobar in 

nature when found in the presence of strictly lobar MBs in the brain lobes.

2.4 Classification of cases based on MB profile

Operationally, we defined the following 2 subgroups: 1) cases with “probable CAA”, as per 

Boston Criteria definition (≥2 strictly lobar MB) and 2) cases without “probable CAA”, 

which included cases without MB and those with alternative MB patterns: single lobar MB 

(“possible CAA”); mixed lobar and non-lobar MB; and non-lobar MB only.

2.5 Demographic and clinical variables

We recorded data on sex, age at the time of MRI study, age at the time of pathological 

examination, time between MRI and pathology, type of hemosiderin sequence, type of 

pathological study, presence of hypertension, chronic use of antithrombotic drugs 

(antiplatelet agents, anticoagulants) previous to MRI, presence of dementia at the time of 

MRI, development of lobar ICH after baseline MRI, MB patterns, lobar MB count, and 

presence of pathologically-confirmed moderate/severe CAA.

2.6 Pathological data

Methodology used to evaluate presence and severity of CAA was similar in MGH and FHS 

cohorts (see details below). Additionally, the presence and severity of hypertensive 

vasculopathy (HV), defined as segmentally occurring hyalinization and fibrinoid changes in 

the vessel wall of small penetrating arteries (< 200 mm in diameter)[24], was documented in 

all autopsy studies. While pathologic examinations were blinded and prospectively 
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evaluated in FHS, this could not be ensured in all MGH cases due to the clinical and 

retrospective nature of this cohort.

In FHS, neuropathological evaluation of the autopsied brains was done by a single 

neuropathologist (A.C.M.), blinded to all demographic, clinical and brain MRI information. 

Once the brains were received fresh, macroscopic neuropathological findings were recorded. 

The median postmortem delay was 6 hours (range 1.5 –72 hours, interquartile range 4 – 14.8 

hours). Detailed description of the processing of the brain tissue and histological 

assessments is provided elsewhere[20]. In the MGH cohort, pathology reports were 

reviewed and the diagnoses were recorded by a neurologist blind to radiologic and clinical 

data (SMR). In both cohorts, specific studies for CAA detection consisted in Congo red 

staining and/or ß-amyloid immunostaining (DAKO) of paraffin-embedded sections of 

neocortex and leptomeninges[25]. Since mild CAA is a common finding in elderly 

individuals and may not be responsible for any clinical manifestations, we defined CAA as 

the presence of at least a moderate degree of vascular amyloid deposition (≥ 2 in Vonsattel’s 

severity scale for CAA)[26]. This definition was not applied to non-autopsy studies, where 

only limited tissue is available for examination; in these cases, any vascular amyloid was 

considered as diagnostic of the disease.

2.7 Data analysis

Sensitivity, specificity, predictive values and likelihood ratios—In both hospital 

and community-based cohorts, we determined sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, positive 

likelihood ratio (+LR) and negative likelihood ratio (−LR) of MB-only “probable CAA”. 

Due to the small number of “possible CAA” cases, diagnostic metrics of “possible CAA” 

alone could not be determined. As a complementary analysis, we also calculated sensitivity, 

specificity, PPV, NPV, +LR and −LR of mixed lobar and non-lobar MB for CAA diagnosis 

in the hospital cohort.

Statistics—Univariate tests were performed to compare characteristics between 

individuals from both cohorts. Chi-square test, median test and Student’s T-test were used as 

appropriate. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, +LR and −LR values were calculated using 

2×2 contingency tables, and reported along with their95% CI. We used logistic regression 

models to identify variables, other than the presence of strictly lobar MB, independently 

associated with pathological diagnosis of CAA. The p value for significance was set at 0.05 

in all analyses. JMP Pro-9 and SAS were used for analyses (SAS Corporation, Cary, NC).

3. Results

A total of 102 cases were included in the study: 55 in the hospital-based cohort (mean age at 

MRI 74.7±8.5 years, 40% women) and 47 in the population-based cohort (mean age at MRI 

83.4±10.9 years, 48.9% women). Hospital and community populations significantly differed 

in most of the demographic and clinical characteristics (Table 2). Notably, dementia at the 

time of MRI and development of lobar ICH were significantly more frequent in hospital-

based individuals (p<0.001 and p=0.03, respectively). Also, median lobar MB count in 

strictly lobar MB carriers was significantly higher in the hospital cohort (p<0.001). Autopsy 

represented the source of pathological data in 100% of community-based individuals and 
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56.4% of hospital-based individuals; the remaining cases underwent brain biopsy. Cause of 

death/indication for autopsy in hospital-based individuals was as follows: primary cardio-

respiratory disease in 4(12.9%); massive lobar ICH in 3(9.7%); neurodegenerative processes 

(other than AD) in 3(9.7%); systemic diseases in 2(6.5%); brain tumor in 1(3.2%); multiple 

ischemic strokes in 1 (3.2%); and not available in 17(54.8%). Indications for brain biopsy 

were: encephalopathy/rapid cognitive decline (with or without accompanying seizures) and 

related MRI abnormalities in 13(54.2%); clinical and radiographical suspicion of CNS 

vasculitis in 5(20.8%); brain tumor in 2(8.4%); ICH (in subjects with a previous MRI study) 

in 2(8.4%); excision of brain aneurysm in 1(4.1%); and hemicraniectomy secondary to large 

ischemic stroke in 1(4.1%). CAA prevalence was higher in the hospital cohort (60% vs 

46.8%), though this difference did not reach statistical significance. Cases with “probable 

CAA” accounted for 29.1% of the hospital cohort and 8.5% of the community cohort. Table 

3 displays the distribution of all MB patterns across both study cohorts. Mixed MB cases 

were all predominantly lobar (lobar MB outnumbered non-lobar MB) in the hospital cohort.

Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and likelihood ratios of MB-only “probable CAA” for 

CAA diagnosis in both populations are displayed in Table 4. Two MB-only “probable 

CAA” cases in the hospital cohort, and 3 in the community cohort, did not have any 

evidence of moderate/severe CAA at pathological examination (false positives); moderate or 

severe degree of HV was the only alternative explanation for the presence of lobar MBs in 4 

out of these 5 cases.

In the hospital cohort, mixed MBs yielded the following diagnostic parameters: specificity 

70% [95%CI 45.7 – 88.1], sensitivity 22.2% [95%CI 6.4 – 47.6], PPV 44.4% [95%CI 15.3% 

- 77.3%], NPV 50% [95%CI 31% - 68.9%], +LR 0.84 [95%CI 0.3 - 2.7] and −LR 1 [95%CI 

0.8 – 1.4].

In the hospital-based cohort, logistic regression analysis showed that the presence of 

multiple strictly lobar MB was the only predictor of moderate/severe CAA at pathology 

(p=0.01), irrespective of age, dementia and development of lobar ICH. Within the subgroup 

of individuals with multiple strictly lobar MB (“probable CAA”), increasing lobar MB count 

was significantly associated with CAA (p=0.03). Logistic regression was not performed in 

the community-based cohort given the low number of cases with strictly lobar MB.

4. Discussion

The main finding of our study is that, in individuals without lobar ICH, the presence of 

multiple strictly lobar MBs on MRI does not predict CAA consistently across different 

populations. We found that almost 90% of non-ICH individuals with “probable CAA” 

studied in a hospital setting harbored moderate or severe CAA; however, in community 

elderly individuals, only 25% of those with “probable CAA” had the disease. This suggests 

that strictly lobar MB on MRI might have a higher diagnostic accuracy for CAA in hospital 

populations than in the community. Although these results arise from cohorts of limited 

sample size, they might provide guidance for appropriate selection of subjects in 

observational studies and intervention trials on CAA.
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The importance of studying the diagnostic value of lobar MBs per se has been previously 

recognized[14, 27, 28], though never addressed in a radiological-pathological correlation 

study. The original description of the Boston Criteria emphasized the lobar topography of 

brain hemorrhages as the key feature for CAA diagnosis[12]. As used in the Criteria, the 

term “lobar hemorrhage” is inclusive, and implicitly attributes the same diagnostic weight to 

lobar ICH (large, symptomatic hemorrhage) and lobar MB (small, usually asymptomatic 

hemorrhage). However, pathologic studies conducted to validate the Boston Criteria have 

focused almost exclusively in lobar ICH patients[4, 13, 14]. Concerning lobar MBs found in 

the absence of ICH, little insight has been provided by small pathological series and case 

reports[29, 30]. It is indirect evidence from population-based studies and memory clinic 

cohorts that has mainly supported the potential role of lobar MBs alone as markers of CAA. 

In these studies, lobar MBs were found associated with APOE-ε4 allele and they showed a 

predominantly posterior distribution across the brain lobes[11, 31, 32], resembling findings 

from “probable CAA” cases in ICH cohorts [16, 33]. Furthermore, recent work has shown 

that older patients with lobar MBs in the absence of ICH, brain tumor or dementia were very 

similar to “probable CAA” patients presenting with a lobar ICH in terms of baseline clinical, 

genetic and radiologic characteristics[34]. Our study provides pathological insight into these 

previous observations and suggests that the Boston Criteria may be applied reliably to 

individuals without large symptomatic hemorrhages when a supporting clinical context 

exists (i.e. old individuals with cognitive decline or other syndromes potentially related to 

CAA[35, 36]). Furthermore, the results of our regression analysis imply that increasing 

number of strictly lobar MB, beyond the classic 2-hemorrhage cut-off set by the Boston 

Criteria, may increase our ability to identify CAA.

Specificity and sensitivity are fixed characteristics of a diagnostic test (in our study, the 

presence/absence of strictly lobar MB on MRI). Thus, it is not surprising that specificity of 

“probable CAA” was similarly high in both cohorts. However, sensitivity was much lower 

in the community-based cohort compared to the hospital-based cohort. This can be partially 

explained by the higher time lapse between MRI and pathological studies in the community-

based cohort, which may have artificially increased the number of false negative cases. In 

other words, some CAA+ individuals who did not have lobar MB at the time of MRI could 

have been classified as false negatives but may have developed lobar MB in the years 

preceding death. Additionally, the use of SWI imaging in some hospital-based cases may 

have resulted in an overall increased MB detection[21] in the hospital-based cohort and, 

possibly, higher sensitivity values. In the community cohort, the aforementioned inflated 

rate of false negative cases may have also decreased the NPV. Nevertheless, a similarly low 

NPV was observed in the hospital cohort, which argues against interpreting the absence of 

strictly lobar MB as the absence of CAA. This is consistent with the fact that CAA 

prevalence was greater than the prevalence of strictly lobar hemorrhages in both sets of 

study subjects.

There may be several factors responsible for the higher PPV of “probable CAA” in the 

hospital-based cohort compared to the community-cohort. First, the higher prevalence of 

CAA in hospital-based individuals likely contributes to the observed increased PPV. 

Second, logistic regression on the “probable CAA” subgroup from the hospital-based cohort 
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showed that increasing lobar MB burden was associated with CAA diagnosis. Although we 

could not explore such association in the community-based cohort, the fact that lobar MB 

counts were significantly higher in hospital individuals suggests that higher lobar MB 

burden may have contributed to the observed increased PPV in the hospital-based cohort. 

Thirdly, older age, cognitive decline and development of lobar ICH are known to be 

associated with CAA[6, 7, 37], and all these characteristics were more frequent in the 

hospital-based cohort. We could not identify an independent association between these 

conditions and CAA, but they still may have contributed to the observed increased PPV.

Paradoxically, we found that in the community-based cohort, the PPV estimate was lower 

than the actual CAA prevalence, implying that the presence of strictly lobar MB in this 

cohort lowers the baseline likelihood of CAA. Although the factors mentioned above could 

have favored such a low PPV estimate in the community cohort, the wide confidence 

intervals may call into question the reliability of this estimate. However, while the true PPV 

in the community-based cohort may be higher than our estimate, nevertheless our results 

suggest that strictly lobar MB may be less informative of the CAA status in the general 

population. Better characterization of clinical contexts that favor CAA diagnosis may be 

warranted.

Our study focused on the diagnostic value of multiple strictly lobar MB. However, the 

finding of a single lobar MB is not infrequent in healthy elderly individuals[11, 15, 38], and 

poses important diagnostic challenges. Although what is identified as a single MB may 

represent an early sign of a widespread vasculopathy, misidentification of normal vessel 

structures as a single MB may reduce diagnostic accuracy in these cases. Unfortunately, we 

could not determine the diagnostic value of a single lobar MB, as this scenario was rarely 

identified in either of the study cohorts. Future, larger studies will need to address the 

significance of this particular diagnostic category.

We also investigated the accuracy of lobar MBs for CAA when found in conjunction with 

non-lobar MB. This so-called mixed MB pattern can be found in as much as 5.5% of healthy 

elderly individuals[11] and 25% of patients with ICH[33]. Classically, this pattern has been 

attributed to either the coexistence of CAA and HV or the solely presence of HV. In our 

hospital cohort, all mixed cases were predominantly lobar, and yet the PPV of mixed MBs 

for CAA was more than 40% lower than the PPV of strictly lobar MBs. It is conceivable that 

this difference could even be greater if predominantly non-lobar patterns were also present. 

This argues against using mixed MB profile to target individuals for CAA-related research 

or interventions.

The major strength of our study is the use of two highly distinct populations to test the 

accuracy of the Boston Criteria for CAA in individuals with only MBs. Particularly valuable 

is the contribution from the FHS, which allowed for the first-ever pathological correlation 

study between lobar MB and CAA in a general elderly population. The prevalence of 

“probable CAA” and pathologically-confirmed moderate/severe CAA in our study are 

generally in line with previous reports[11, 13, 37, 39] may thus support the generalizability 

of our results. We intentionally did not investigate other neuroimaging markers, such as 

superficial siderosis, dilated perivascular spaces in the white matter, antero-posterior 
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distribution of white matter disease or cortical PiB retention on PET imaging, which have 

previously shown to have potential utility in the diagnosis of CAA[13, 40-42]. This was in 

order to better focus the study on the particular significance of lobar MBs, a widely accepted 

neuroimaging marker easily accessed in clinical practice and known to many clinicians. 

Indeed, with this approach, our results have highlighted a real need for ancillary markers to 

increase current sensitivity of the Boston Criteria for CAA diagnosis.

The main limitations of this study are found in the hospital-based cohort, mainly due to its 

retrospective nature. In this cohort, several factors may have contributed to a bias towards a 

higher likelihood of CAA: 1) lack of a systematic pathological assessment of CAA in all 

individuals; 2) inability to ensure that this assessment was blind to clinical and radiological 

data; 3) high number of brain biopsies, which were often performed due to a high clinical 

suspicion of CAA; 3) our decision to accept small pathological specimens with evidence of 

CAA, while excluding those lacking CAA (due to a suspected insufficient amount of 

material for conclusive diagnosis). The latter represented a strategy conceived to reduce 

false positive cases with the goal of approaching the true specificity of lobar MBs for CAA. 

While these limitations are important, they reflect the reality of clinical practice in that 

individuals assessed with hemosiderin-sensitive MR imaging in a hospital, especially in the 

context of cognitive decline, are more likely to harbor a larger number of lobar MB and have 

pathologic manifestations of moderate to severe CAA. Finally, it is necessary to emphasize 

that our results should be interpreted with caution due to the small sample sizes and wide 

confidence intervals.

In conclusion, our study provides further evidence for the role of strictly lobar MB as CAA 

markers in different contexts. Strictly lobar MB could be highly accurate markers of CAA in 

individuals with features that support the diagnosis. From this point of view, lobar MB can 

be used as a tool to identify patients with CAA that have not developed lobar ICH. 

Conversely, indiscriminate screening for the presence of lobar MB in unselected elderly 

population may be problematic and lead to an unacceptable rate of false positive cases. 

Future work should aim to identify novel markers to increase our ability to capture non-

hemorrhagic or pre-hemorrhagic forms of CAA. A reliable identification of individuals with 

CAA in the absence of lobar ICH represents a critical step towards a better clinical 

management, and the eventual design of therapeutic trials to prevent CAA progression and 

its associated clinical consequences.
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Abbreviations

CAA Cerebral amyloid angiopathy

ICH Intracerebral hemorrhage

MB Microbleed

AD Alzheimer’s disease

FHS Framingham Heart Study

PPV Positive predictive value

NPV Negative predictive value

MGH Massachusetts General Hospital

GRE T2*-gradient echo

SWI Susceptibility-weighted image

HV Hypertensive vasculopathy

+LR Positive likelihood ratio

−LR Negative likelihood ratio
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Systematic review

Lobar microbleeds (MB) are frequently found in elderly individuals, even asymptomatic. 

In the specific context of lobar intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), lobar MB have shown to 

be highly indicative of cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA); however, pathological 

evidence supporting their role as more general, widely reliable markers of CAA is largely 

lacking.
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Interpretation

In the absence of ICH, strictly lobar MB are highly predictive of CAA in hospital-based 

individuals, but not in community-based ageing populations. These results may provide 

an objective basis to guide appropriate selection of individuals without ICH for CAA 

therapeutic trials.
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Future directions

Further investigations on the natural history of CAA are needed to ascertain whether 

lobar MB generally represent an early stage of the disease, or the manifestation of a 

particular phenotype not prone to ICH.
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Figure 1. 
Inclusion/exclusion workflow for hospital-based cases
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Table 1

Comparison of MRI protocols for hemosiderin detection

MGH FHS

Type of sequence SWI GRE GRE

MRI equipment Siemens Trio GE Signa Siemens Magnetom

Magnet (Teslas) 3 1.5 1.5

Slice thickness (mm) 1.2 5 5

Interslice gap (mm) 0 1 2

TR (msec) 27 750 656

TE (msec) 21 24 26

Flip angle (degrees) 15 30 12

Acquisition matrix 448 × 299 256 × 144 256 × 144

Field of view (mm) 224 230 220

SWI= susceptibility-weighted imaging; GRE= T2*-gradient echo; TR=repetition time; TE= echo time.
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Table 2

Comparison of characteristics between hospital and community-based cohorts.

Hospital-based
cases

(n = 55)

Community-
based cases

(n = 47)
p-value

Female sex, n(%) 22(40) 23(48.9) 0.36

Age at MRI study, years (mean ± SD) 74.7±8.5 83.4±10.9 <0.001

Age at pathological study, years (mean ± SD) 75.9±9 87.2±10.7 <0.001

Time MRI-pathology, years (mean ± SD) 1.2±2.8 3.8±2.4 <0.001

T2*-gradient-echo study, n(%) 51(92.7)
a 47(100) 0.06

Autopsy study, n(%) 31(56.4)
b 47(100) <0.001

Hypertension, n(%) 35(63.6) 37(80.4) 0.09

Antiplatelet drug users, n(%) 22(40) 11(28.2) 0.07

Anticoagulant users, n(%) 6(10.9) 3(10.7) 0.42

Pre-existing dementia, n(%) 34(61.8) 12(25.5) <0.001

Lobar ICH after baseline MRI, n(%) 5(9) 0(0) 0.03

Presence of any lobar MB, n(%) 27(49) 10(21.3) 0.003

Lobar MB count, median(range)
c 20(1-129) 2(1-7) <0.001

CAA at pathological examination, n(%) 33(60) 22(46.8) 0.18

MB=microbleed; CAA= cerebral amyloid angiopathy (defined as Vonsattel grade ≥2)

a
The remaining cases underwent susceptibility-weighted imaging

b
The remaining cases underwent brain biopsy

c
Only in individuals with strictly lobar MB
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Table 3

Distribution of MB patterns across cases from the hospital (n=55) and community-based (n=47) cohorts.

“Probable CAA” No “probable CAA”

Total “Possible CAA” Mixed MB Non-lobar MB only No MB

Hospital 16 39 2 9 0 28

Community 4 43 2 4 5 32
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Table 4

Sensitivity, specificity, predictive values and likelihood ratios of MB-only “probable CAA” (≥2 strictly lobar 

MB) for pathologically-confirmed CAA in hospital and population-based cohorts.
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